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Abstract

A finite-element-based numerical algorithm is developed to solve the twodimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with Corialis force, which can be
used to simulate the wind-driven barotropic ocean circulation on a beta-plane. The spatial
discretization is perfonned via the standard Galcrkin Finite Element Method, by using Ihe
classical isoparametric Taylor-Hood serendipity quadrilateral finite element. A variant of
the Crank-Nicolson rule is employed for the temporal discretization, and the Picard
iteration method deals with the nonlinearity of the advective tenns. In an effort to remain

faithful to thc standard Galcrkin Finite Element Method, the consistent mass matrix is
used instead of the lumped mass matrix, and least-square best fits are calculated for the

quantities derived in the postprocessing phase. The algorithm has been implemented into
a program and successfully tested on three benchmark problems, flow past a cylinder,
flow over a backward facing step. and mid-latitude wind·driven barotropic ocean
circulation for an idealized flat-bottomed ocean.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations govern many incompressible flows.
The difficulty of generating analytical and numerical solutions

[0

these equations, when

modelling 'real life' flows, is well known. This is partly due to the non-linearity of Ihe
advection tenns and to the fact that the incompressibility constraint between the velocity

components - the velocity field is divergence-free - does not involve the pressure field.

Several approaches to treating these issues within numerical algorithms have been
devised, however, without offering a definite conclusion as to what the best numerical
treatment would be.

Among Ihe numerical methods employed for solving the incompressible NavierSlokes equations, Ihc Finite Element Method (FEM) stands out, as il develops numerical
algorithms in a precise and consistent manner starting from the underlying panial
differential equations. without requiring external 'help' usually consisting of ad hoc and
developer-dependent strategies. Moreover, ils sound mathematical foundation allows for
functional analysis to be used as a powerful tool for error analysis. This has led to the
development of adaptive techniques (e.g. mesh refinement) based on error estimates,
which aim at improving the reliability and accuracy of numerical solutions.
When modelling oceanic flows in a reference frame fixed to the rotating Earth, an
additional (ficlilious) force - the Coriolis force - must be included in the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equalions. The Finile Difference Method (FDM) has been the numerical

method of choice for most ocean models for solving these equations. Its relative
simplicity as well as the ease of developing numerically efficient code has attracted many
ocean modellers. On the other hand, the success of the finite element method in the area
of solid mechanics, where it is almost exclusively used, has prompted intensive research
on its application in the area of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). The FEM has
some clear advantages that recommend it as a powerful alternative numerical method for
ocean models. The most important advantage of FEM is that it allows the use of
unstructured grids with variable resolution. The grid resolution can be increased in the
areas characterized by large gradients in velocity and/or pressure. Thus, flow phenomena
concentrated in narrow regions (e.g. western boundary currents, flows through straits) can
be resolved by only refining the mesh locally, without changing the resolution for the

ocean interior. Moreover, complex coastlines and bottom topography are better
represented when using finite element meshes. Another big advantage of FEM is offered
by its ability to treat boundary conditions naturally. Furthermore, multi-connected
domains are dealt with eaSily. Compared to the FDM-based algorithms, FEM-based
algorithms are more comptex and thus more computationally ex.pensive when used to
solve the same problem with the same uniformly high resolution, for example. However.
the FEM-computation time can be reduced a great deal by decreasing the resolution in the
areas where it is unnecessary high.
Seveml researchers have proposed and studied FEM-based numerical algorithms
for ocean modelling (Fix., 1975; Haidvogel et at, 1980; Dumas et aI., 1982; Le Provost,
1984 and 1986, Le Provost et ai., 1993, Myers et al., 1995; Le Roux. et aI., 2000). Since

the application of the finite element method in this field has not reached maturity, most
FEM-bascd models have been limited to the simulation of two-dimensional barotropic
flows.
Fix (1975) was the first to study the properties of FEM applied to a
quasigeostrophic fonnulation of the ocean dynamics. He pointed out some FEM-specific
advantages such as the natural treatment of boundary conditions and the very good
representation of complex domains offered by meshes based on triangular elements,
which would be uscful for ocean modelling. FUl1hennore, he emphasized the accuracy of
the method and showed that vorticity, energy and enstrophy were conserved. The interest
in FEM for ocean modelling has increased after the comparison study perfonned by
Haidvogel et al. (1980) showed that finite element and spectral models were more
accurate and even more efficient than the finite difference models.
A FEM model for the wind-driven barotropic general ocean circulation in a closed
basin was proposed and investigated by Dumas et al. (1982). The precision of the results
was found advantageous compared to Ihat offered by classical FDM models for the nonlinear cases. By using quadratic finite elements for the region characterized by large
gradients in velocity, i.e. the western boundary layer. the accuracy has been improved
without additional computation time. Lc Provost (1984) extended the model of Dumas et
al. to a two-layer quasigeostrophic version of a baroclinic model. Local refinement of the
triangular finite clement mesh was perfonned in order to resolve baroclinic instabilities.
Subsequently, Le Provost et a!. (1993) extended the model to a multi-layer stratified fJatbottomed ocean. This model was estimated to be approximately two times more

computational expensive than a very efficient finite difference model, for real ocean
applications.
Myers et al. (1995) developed a diagnostic barotropic finite-element ocean
circulation model using spherical coordinates. The model was used to simulate the
barotropic circulation in the North Atlantic Ocean by taking imo accoum realislic
coastline and topography. The results compared very well wilh previous diagnoslic
calculations. One of the advantages offered by finite element models, i.e. their capability
of resolving very dynamic and localizcd flows, was proved by the prediction of the
separation of the Gulf Stream al the correct latitude in the presence of the JEBAR (Joint
Effect of Baroclinicity And Relief) lerm.
High spatial accuracy is required, among others, by the non-linear lerms for
accurate simulations of slow Rossby modes. Since the Eulerian advection schemes based
on higher-order finite elements are computationally expensive, and introduce spurious
modes and numerical dispersion, combinations of FEM methods with other types have
been proposed. A combination of a finite-element and a semi.Lagr.mgian method has
presented by Le Roux et al. (2000) for a shallow-water ocean model. This model has the
advanlage of both the flexibility of the finite element mesh and the small numerical
dispersion of semi-Lagrangian scheme. Another relalively new numerical method being
used in ocean modelling is the Spectral Element Method (Iskandarani et al.. 1995). It
aims at proViding higher spatial accurdcy by combining the accuracy of standard spectral
methods and the geometric flexibility of finite element methods. One of the salient effects
is an improved accuracy of the non-linear terms.

The purpose of the present work is to develop a finite element algorithm for
solving the two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with Coriolis foree
that can be used for simulating wind-driven barotropic ocean circulation on a beta-plane.
The algorithm is intended to be used as a foundation for developing a three-dimensional
baroclinic finite-element ocean model. The finite element of choice is the classical
isoparametric Taylor-Hood serendipity quadrilateral finite clement. This element is based
on the mixed interpolation of the velocity and pressure; more precisely it offers a
continuous piecewise-quadratic variation for velocity components and a continuous
piecewise-linear pressure field. Since it is a quadratic isoparamctric element, curved
boundaries are better represented by this element. MOfCOver, the quadrilateral elements
are superior to triangular elements when used to simulate advection-dominated flows, as
they do no exhibit mesh orientation effects.
The chosen approach is to use as much as possible from the field of finite element
techniques developed for the simulation of industrial flows, and then add characteristic
features of oceanic flows (e.g. Coriolis foree). This approach offers the advantage of an
easy transfer of many powetful techniques such as adaptive methods, which are already
being used for industrial applications, for further development of the ocean model.
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents the incompressible NavierStokes equations with Coriolis tenns as a set of equations that can be used to model the
wind-driven barotropic ocean circulation on a beta-plane. These equations, along with the
initial and boundary conditions given in the last section of the same chapter, are the
underlying equations of the numerical algorithm developed in the subsequent chapters.

The spatial discretization realized by means of the finite clement method, and the
resulting semi-discrete equations arc described in Chapter 3. The discretization is
completed by the temporal discretization, which is presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 is
devoted to the implementation of the numerical algorithm. The results of testing the finite
clement program on three benchmark problems are given in Chapter 6. The last chapter,
Chapter 7, presents the conclusions and some suggestions for future work needed for
improving the numerical algorithm.

2. CONTINUUM EQUATIONS
2.1lncompressibJe Navier-Stokes Equations
Laminar flows of viscous and incompressible fluids can be described by the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, which will simply be referred to as the NavierStokes equations hereafter. This is a complete system of partial differential equalions
consisting of equations corresponding [0 the conservation of momentum and mass.

The two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in the continuum
fonn, in terms of primitive variables (u, v. P), are
momellfum equations:

O'J '

1

0'
0,
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-+u-+v-jJ'V u+-=F
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OIOXOY
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(2.1.1)

(2.1.2)

continuity equation:

(2.1.3)

Here u and

\I

represent the components of the velocity in the x and y directions,

respectively, P is the pressure,

F~.

dynamic viscosity of the fluid, and

F, are the forcing lerms, p is the density,
t

jJ

is the

is the lime. The presence of the friction tenns in

Laplacian form in the momentum equations (2.1.1-2) indicates that the fluid is
Newtonian. By definition, these are fluids in which the shear stress is proportional to the
velocity gradient.
Assuming that the fluid flows within the region Dc R l , during the time interval

[O,t fi""tl. the velocity components and the pressure are sought in the domain
DX[O,t.final J. In general, finding analytical solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations is
extremely difficult, mainly due to the nonlinearity in the advective terms and the velocitypressure coupling. For complex problems, numerical solutions are generated instead.

2.2 Wind-Driven Barolroplc Ocean Circulation Equations
The momentum equations (2.1.1-2) hold true only if the frame of reference is
inertial. Additional terms appear in these equations when they are derived in a rotating
frame of reference. These terms correspond to the Coriolis and centrifugal forces, which
arc two fictitious body forces (Salmon, 1998).
In oceanogmphy, the fluid is normally considered in a frame of reference fixed to
the Earth. It is also assumed that the Earth rotates with a constant angular velocity n. The
governing equations are the three-dimensional Navier-Stokcs equations including the
additional terms due to the rotation.
A traditional approximation used in oceanography is to ignore most of the effects
induced by the curvature of the Earth's surface when modelling flows at regional scale.
This is done by using a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system with the x-y horizontal
plane tangent to the Earth at a prescribed point. The x- and y-a;>;es are oriented eastwards

and northwards, respeclivcly (Figure 2.1). Somc of thc abovc mentioned effects arc
retained in this plane, assuming that lhe vertical component Q

l

of the angular velocity

vector Q, varies linearly in the y (latitudinal) direction.

Figure 2.1 Rectangular Cartesian coordinate system used for regional scale flows

Neglecting both the centrifugal force and the horizontal component Q h = Q cos 0
of the Earth's angular velocity vector

.0., where

Ois the latitude, is another traditional

approximation used to simplify the governing equations (Kantha et al., 2000).
With these approximations, the additional tcrms occurring in the Navier-Stokes
equations are generated only by thc angular velocity component Q" = Q sinO. Expressed
as Coriolis accelerations, Ihese terms are -

tv

in the x-momentum equation and fu in the

y-momcntum equation, where/is the Coriolis parameter defined by /

=2QsinO. When
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Q,is assumed to vary linearly with latitude,fhas a linear variation as well. If Ihis

variation is! = f o + f};, then the so-called beta-plane approximation is used, where

p=g[. It is noted that
Gy

fo=2QsinOo and

p= 2.QcosBo • where
R

Bo is the latitude cfthe

point where the x·y plane is tangent to the Earth surface, and R is Ihe Earth's radius.

The

two-dimensional

Navier-Slokes

equations can

be

used

to

model

oceanographic flows on a beta-plane, if Ihc following approximations and assumptions
are added to those previously presented:

the Boussinesq approximation, which allows the use of a constant value

Po for thc fluid (seawater) density in all terms, except for the gravitational
(oreetenn;
ii)

Ihc hydrostatic approximation, which assumes thai the venical component

of thc pressure gradient is balanced by the gravitational force;
iii)

vertical velocities are negligible compared to horizontal velocities;

iv)

the rigid lid approximation that assumes the sea suriace is rigid:

v)

the fluid is considered barotropic (p == p( P ) only), therefore the velocity
field is unifonn with depth.

The hydrostalic approximation reduces the vertical momenlum equation in the threedimensional set of Navier-Stokes equations to a simple relation for calculating the
hydroslatic pressure

oP

-:-PI!.

0,

(2.2.1)
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Eliminating this equation from the set of Navier-Stokes equation leads to the removal of
the hydrostatic pressure mode. Therefore, Ihe pressure in the resulting two-dimensional
Navier-$tokes equations is the sum of the dynamic pressure and the geostrophic pressure,

and can be viewed as a deviation from the hydrostatic pressure.

For a flat-boltomed ocean, and with the above approximations. the governing
equations are the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes with Carialis lenns

momentum equations:

continuity equation:

(2.2.4)

Here AH is the horizontal eddy diffusion coefficient that plays the role of the kinematic

viscosity of the fluid

L. and f '" In + f)y in the beta-plane approximation.
P,

Equations (2.2.2-4) can be used to model the wind-driven barotropic ocean
circulation al regional scale. In this case, for a flat-bottomed ocean of constant depth Do,

the forcing terms are

...!....-F~ =....!.LPo

PoDo

and

...!....-F, =~,
Po

PoDo

where

T~and

T,are the
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components of the surface wind stress. It is noted that the dissipation of momentum
through bottom friction is ignored in this case. Thus, momentum is dissipated only
through lateral friction, representoo in the equations (2.2.2-3) by the terms containing the
Laplacians of velocity components.
The rigid-lid assumption filters out the fast surface gravity waves, which would

reduce the magnitude of allowable time steps if considered. However, this assumption
affects the accuracy of the representation of the Rossby waves (Dukowicz and Smith,
1994).

2.3 Houndary and Initial Conditions
In order to solve the system of Navier-Stokes equations, boundary and initial
conditions are required. There are two types of boundary conditions (BC), essential
boundary conditions and natural boundary conditions. Selecting the appropriate boundary
conditions from the several fonnulations available for the Navier-Stokes equations is not
an easy task, and depends on the fonn of the advection and diffusion tenns of these
equations.
It is well known that many of the problems that occur in numerical simulations are

caused by the boundary conditions used (Kreiss et aI., 1989). Thus, the type of natural
boundary conditions used for the

Navier~Stokes

equations is crucial when finite clement

type solutions are sought, as these conditions are incorporated from the beginning in the
weak fonn of the equations.
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The essential boundary conditions, also known as Dirichlet boundary condilions,

specify Ihe velocity on a portion orlhe boundary, denoted by

rD' In thc two-dimensional

case this can be expressed as

U(X,y,t)=U(X,y,t), v(x,y,t)=V(x,y,t), (X,y)Ero ,te[O"/iIl4l],

(2.3.1)

where U( x, y,t). and V( x, y,t) are known. If r D is a solid boundary (no penetration)
that is fixed and no slip is allowed, equation (2.3.1) becomes

U(x,y,l)=O, v(x,y,t)=O, (x,y)erD,lE[O"fi"",l.

(2.3.2)

The pressure is usually specified alone point only. There is no need for
prescribing the pressure al more than one point in the computational domain because it
can be determined up to an arbitrary additional constant (the hydrostatic pressure mode)

(Gresho et aI., 1999, Heinrich et aI, 1999). Moreover, it has been proved that no explicit
boundary conditions for the pressure are necessary for incompressible flows
(Ladyshenskaya. 1%9). This is another indicator of the fact that the (dynamic) pressure
is strongly coupled with the velocity field and ilS role is to ensure the flow is divergencefree.

In some cases. the pressure is specified at more than one point. Although this adds
more constraints, it has been found to have a stabilizing effect on the solution obtained
using the proposed FEM algorithm in some applications where outflow open boundaries
were used. It has also a physical meaning as an outflow open boundary is usually used

14
where the flow is considered fully developed and thus the pressure is constant along that
boundary.

Equation (2.3.1) can be applied at the inlet, where the fluid enters the
computational domain, as an open boundary condition (OBC). When a finile-element·

based algorithm generates Ihe solution, the use of the same type of condition at the outlet

could lead to numerical oscillations (Cuvelier et aI., 1986), and is not recommended.
Natural boundary conditions are more appropriate for the outlet in this case.
There are different types of natural boundary conditions (traction, Neumann,
Robin, total momentum flux, CIC.). The simplest natural boundary condition is to specify
the nannal component of Ihe velocity gradient on the boundary r N (Neumann Be)

Unlike other types of natural Be (e.g. stress-type natural Be), this condition does not
include the pressure values on the boundary. Some finite-clement-based numerical
simulations (Heinrich et aI., 1996) showed that this condition perfonns even better than
those containing the pressure, when used as outflow open boundary condition in the fonn

The initial conditions specify the velocity field al the initial time t = 0 •

15

U(X,y)=Uo(x,y). v(X,y)=Vo(X,y), (x,y)eDvrVurN ,

(2.3.5)

The initial pressure field is noc needed, as the initial velocity field generates it.
Furthennore, the initial velocity field must satisfy the incompressibility constraint given

by the continuity equation (2.2.4). A compatibility condition involving the initial velocity
on

rD

and the velocity specified by the essential

Be

at lime

t

= 0 is also necessary to

exclude impulsive changes at start. This is given by

U o( x,y )=U( x,ylJ), Vo( x,y)= V( x,yf), (X,y)E

rD'

(2.3.6)
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3. SPATIAL DISCRETIZATION
3.1 Introduction
The approach used to find numerical solutions to the problem defined by the
equations (2.2.2-4), with the boundary conditions (2.3.1) and (2.3.3), and the initial
condition (2.3.5), and described hereafter, is based on the Galerkin Finite Element
Method and the Finite Difference Method. The Galerkin Finite Element Method is used
for the spatial discretization of the problem over the flow region Dc R 2, and yields a
semi-discrete (the time variable remains continuous) set of equations (ordinary
differential equations). The time-integration method for the semi-discrete set of equations

over the time interval [O,t fill411 is the finite Difference Method. Some authors call this
combined method, the method o/lines.

The Finite Element Method does nol aim at solving the original set of PDEs, but
integral fonns of these, called weak or variational fonns. They are obtained by
multiplying the POEs by some carefully chosen functions. followed by integration over
the spatial domain. The nalUral boundary condilions are nalurally incorporaled into the
weak fonns, and this is one oflhe advantages offered by FEM.

3.2 Weak Formullltlon
Different weak fonns can be obtained for the given problem, depending on the
manipulations performed on Ihe original PDEs (e.g. rewriting the advection and/or
diffusion ICnns in some other forms) and/or after integrating over the spatial domain.
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Each weak form is associated with the type of natural boundary condition Ihat it can
incorporate. Thus, when deriving a weak

fOlm

for the problem one has to decide on the

type of natural boundary condition that is to be used. This is a crucial point in developing
a FEM algorithm and a clear answer to what the best weak form is, might not be easy to

get.
In order to obtain a weak formulation for the problem defined by the equations
(2.2.2-4), with the boundary conditions (2.3.1) and (2.3.3), and the initial condition
(2.3.5), the momentum equations are muhiplied first by an arbitrary function rp and
integrated over the domain D. Funhermore, Ihe cOnlinuity equation is multiplied by an
arbitrary function If'und then integrated over D (Taylor, 1981). Thus, we get

JIp~D+ J(qJi-t+qJV~)dD- fqtV(A

D'D

Y

D

H

Vu)dD
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The functions tp and '1', called test junctions, are time-independent and must
satisfy a set of requirements that will be presented during the derivation of the semi-

discrete equations. First, because of the essential boundary conditions for velocity (2.3.1),
the test functions <pare chosen such that they vanish on the boundary

qJ(x,y)=o,

(x,y)er D •

r0
(3.2.4)

Invoking Green's theorem and taking into account (3.2.4), we get the following
expressions for thc diffusion terms in the equations (3.2.1-2)

where

n

(aD = r

D UrN)'

is the outward pointing unit normal vector on the boundary

r Ii

Substituting these lerms by the expressions given by the equations

(3.2.5-6) into the momentum equations (3.2.1-2) gives
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+ j/""'D+-'-- j~~dD=-'-- jqN',dD+ jAH~~dr.
D
Po D oy
Po D
T"

all

(3.2.8)

The nalUra] boundary conditions given by (2.3.3) can be readily incorporated into the
equations (3.2.7-8). This is done by replacing the normal derivatives of the velocity
components u and v with the given functions Un and Vn , on

r N' and this is the reason

the boundary integrals are placed along with the data on the right-hand side of the above
equations.
In order 10 formulate a weak form of the given problem, it is necessary to declare

the function spaces in which the unknown functions and the test functions lie. These
spaces are chosen to ensure the existence of the integrals in the equations (3.2,7-8) and
(3.2.3). Thus, it is required that

As the test function IjI will be related to the pressure P, it is further required that ",lie in
the more restrictive space HI ( D).
Notice that the Hilbert space

e (D)

is the space of functions f defined over D

that are square integrable over D, i.e. Ll(D)={f11fldD<oo}. The Sobolev space
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H '( D) is the space offunctionsJdefined over D such that/and all its first-order partial
derivatives are in

e( D). The space

vanish on the Dirichlet boundary

H~( D) is the space or all functions in H '( D) that

r 0' The spaces

H~.E( D) and H;,£( D) are the spaces

of all functions in HI ( D) thaI satisfy the essential (Dirichlet) boundary conditions given

by (2.2.1) for the u and II velocities, respectively.
It is now possible to give a weak fonn of the problem defined by the equations

(2.2.2-4), with the boundary conditions (2.3.1) and (2.3.3), and the initial condition
(2.3.5).
Find uE H~,f.'( D), liE H;.E( D ),and Pe H I ( D) such that

f(Vt*"+(If*")dD=O,
ax
oy

D

for all fPE H~( D) andalll//E H ' ( D).

(3.2.12)
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Thus, the solution to this weak (onn is sought, instead of that to the original equations.
This solution is called weak or generalized solution (Gresho et a!., 1999). The weak

solution need not admit second-order spatial derivatives; the replacement involving the
diffusion tenns weakened lhe differentiability requirements that u and v must satisfy,
because Ihe second-order differential operator is no longer present in the final integral
equations.
It is possible to weaken the differentiability for the pressure as well, by integrating

by parts the tenn containing the derivative of the pressure. Thus, the pressure function
need not possess first-order spatial derivatives and may be even discontinuous over D.
The only requirement for the pressure would be that the pressure function be square

integrable over D, i.e. Pe

e( OJ.

The resulting weak fonn requires that the natural

boundary conditions be prescribed in the form of stresses applied on the boundary,
involving the pressure (Reddy et aI., 1994, Gresho et a!., 1999).
The solution to the original problem, called classical solution, is always a weak
solution, whereas a weak solution is a classical solution only when it is sufficiently
smooth (Gresho et aI., 1999).

3.3 Finite Element Discretization of the Weak Form
The Finite Element Method is a numerical technique used to generate approximate
solutions of weak forms associated with ordinary/partial differential equations.
The first step in applying the FEM to the weak form given by the equations
(3.2.10-12) is to discretize the domain

D= our into a finite number ofsubdomains. In
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the 20 case, these subdomains are triangles or quadrilaterals. Any two such subclomains
eA' e/

(k '1-1), must fall inlo one oflne following situations
(i) el r'le, =0,

(ii) et and e, have a common edge,
(iii) el and

e/

have a common vertex.

Following the discretization of Ihe domain, a number of points, called nodes, are chosen
within each subdomain. Usually, nodes are chosen on the boundary of the subdomain
(e.g. vertices, mid·side points) and are shared by adjacent subdomains.

Next, a finite set of piecewise polynomials, called shape or basis [unctions,
defined on Ihe domain

D, is introduced. Each shape function is associated with a certain

node. Its value at that node is J, whereas at the rest of the nodes the value is O.
Furthc:nnore, thc shape function has a prescribed variation on each subdomain (e.g. linear,
quadratic, cubic, etc.), depending on the number of nodes it contains. The nonzero
restriction of the shape function to a subdomain is called local shape/basis function. The
idea is to seek solutions to the weak fonn in function spaces that are spanned by the shape
functions. These are finite-dimensional subspaces of the underlying function spaces for
the unknown functions u, v, and P. By replacing the infinite-dimensional spaces in the
wCak form with the finite-dimensional spaces, it is assumed a priori that the velocity and
pressure functions have prescribed variations over the domain. Thus, approximate
solutions in the form of linear combinations of shape functions are sought for a semidiscrete weak form derived from thc original weak form. Note that the approximate
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solutions are strongly dependent on the geometrical representation (i.e. subdomains,
nodes) of the domain

D.

Afinite element consists of a subdomain et , the nodes on et, and the local shape
functions associated with these nodes (Cuvelier et aI., 1986). The partition of the domain

into finite elements is called finite element mesh. The finite..<fimensional approximation

spaces spanned by the shape functions are called finite element spaces. In the case in
which both the velocity components and the pressure are linear combinations of the same
shape functions, i.e. they lie in the same finite element space, it is said that an equal-order

interpolation is used. The use of equal-order interpolation leads to me occurrence of
spurious pressure solUlions, called spurious pre.fsure modes, and eventually to instability.
However, there are various stabilization techniques that can be used to avoid these
problems (Hughes et al., 1986).
Since the friction tenns in the Navier-5tokes equations involves a second-order
operator applied to the velocity components, namely the Laplacian, whereas only a firstorder operator (the gradient) is applied to the pressure, one would consider appropriate
the use of a higher-order piecewise polynomial for the velocity than for the pressure. In
this case a mixed interpolation is used. The mixed interpolation using one-order·lower
shape function for pressure than for velocity is the most widely used (Gresho et al., 1999),
and is the type of interpolation used hereafter. In this case, the finite element spaces for
velocity and pressure satisfy a compatibility condition, called the Babuska-Brezzi
condition (Girault et aI., 1986), which is a necessary condition for stability.
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D has been discretized into a number N. of finite

Let us assume Ihal the domain
_

N,

elemems, such that D = *";/ it. Assume that NT

=N -t M

total nodes are chosen for the

velocity, whereN is the number of nodes in DUrN and M the number of nodes on r
Assume that thc nodes on the Dirichlet boundary

rD

are numbered from N+} to

D'

NT.

If

the set of shape functions associated with the velocity nodes is jIP/.t, Y J} j.TJiT' the
approximate velocity components arc:

=fuj(t)<Pj(X,y)+
j_I

~Uj(t)<Pj(X'Y)' (X,y,t)EDX[O"fi""/],

N

_

~

=LVj(l)<Pj(X,Y)+ ~>/t)<Pj(x,y), (x,y,t)eDx(O"fi""d.
j~1

where

Uj

(3.3.1)

j_N+1

(3.3.2)

jEN+1

is the nodal value of the velocity u at the node j, and v j is the nodal value of

the velocity v at the same node. The se<:ond sum in the above equations interpolates the
prescribed velocities U( x,y,t) and V(.t, y,t ) on r
only

the

nodal

rest of the nodal values

values

Uj

of

the

D'

prescribed

given by the essential
velocities

are

Be. Thus,
used

via

and v j' for j '" 1, ...,N ,remaining to be detennined. Note that
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the superscript h denotes some measure (e.g. Iypical, maximum) of element size in the

finite element mesh.
Assume that N p nodes are chosen for the pressure and the sct of shape functions
associated with them is {I,lf / x. y)} j,.TJif.' Then, the approximate pressure is

Np-I

_

= 'LJ/tJlII/x,y)+PN,.(t}l.lfN,.(x,y), (X.y,t)E DX[O,lr""'l),

(3.3.3)

j-I

where PJ is the nodal value of the pressure P at the node j, and PH,. is the additive
conSlani with respect to the spatial variables, which is a prescribed value for the pressure
at a certain pressure node, say Np.
The unknowns are now the nodal values of the velocity components at the
velocity nodes in D urN and the nodal values of the pressure at all pressure nodes

except for one, where it is prescribed. Hence the total number of unknowns is

In the equations (3.3.1-3), the unknown parts of the approximate velocities and
pressufC belong 10 the following finite element spaces
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These are the solutions 10 the approximate weak fonn obtained from the weak (onn
(3.2.10-12) by restricting the original function spaces to the finite element spaces above

mentioned. The apprOllimate weak (onn reads as follows.
Find u:x,r,y ,v~r", E

+ flP(V~.A"'"
D

V;, and P::' e SZI'~1

such that

+v~D)f(U~rN +u~D)dD+ JAHVqtV(U~r.... +u~D)dD
uy

D

=-'-I"",dD+
IAH<l'lJ.dr.
Po
D

TN

(3.3.4)
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Since V~ ~ span{ ffJ"",,(PN

J

and SZI'_I

rii

span! 1fI, ,... ,lj!NI'-II, the equations

(3.3.4-6) hold true for all tpE V~ and all lifE SZI'_I if and only jf they hold true for the

basis functions of these finite element spaces, i.e. for any f/Je{f/J" ... ,'PN I and any
IfIE

('lF1 ,.••• '11 lip-I

J. In Ihis case, the test functions are the same as the shape functions,

and the method is called the Galerkin Finite Element Method. The approximate problem
can be refonnulated as follows,

Find u/t ),vj(t) (orj=J, ... ,N, and Pi(t) forj=/, ",N,.-I, such that

-PN,....!..-

Po

Jrpj iJ'IINI' dD,
D

ax

i=l, ...• N

(3.3.7)
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These equations fonn a system of non-linear differential equations - the set of
equations (3.3.7-8) - with algcbmic constraints, given by the set of equations (3.3.9); they
are called differential-algebraic equations (Gresho et aI., 1999). Notice that the algebraic

constraints originate from the incompressibility constraint represented by the continuity

equation (2.2.4).
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Since only the spatial domain has been discretized, while the time variable
remained continuous, the equations (3.3.7-9) represent a set of semi-discrete equations.

Note that the right-hand side of thc equations (3.3.7-8) contains not only given
values (data) but also the unknowns

U j' v j '

This is caused by the non-linearity of the

advection term. There is a multitude of methods that can be used in finite element
algorithms to deal with this non-linearity. The most widely used are the Picard iteration
and the Newton-Raphson method.

3.4 Picard Iteration
In order to linearize the non-linear advective terms in the semi-discrete Navier·
Stokes equations, the Picard iteration method can be applied. Assuming thai Ihe time
derivatives are zero (steady-state case) in the equations (3.3.7-8), we get a non-linear
system of algebraic equations. The Picard iteration consists of a series of successive
iterations, in which the original non-linear system is linearized by using the velocity
components obtained in the previous iteration for the transpon-velocity components in

the advective tenns -expressed by the sums

%¥'tUt and ~¥'.lVk in the equations (3.3.7-

8) - at the current iteration. The resulting linear system of algebraic equations is then
solved using an appropriate numerical method.
The same method can be applied for the general case, in whieh thc time
derivatives are non-zero. Assuming that the time domain is discretized via a finite
difference technique, thc Picard iteration can be applied at each time step.
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There are many variations of the Picard iteration method. The variation used in the
following is that presented in Taylor et al. (198 I). The transport velocity to be used in lhe

next iteration is obtained by relaxing the velocity solution obtained for the current
iteration with the (relaxed) velocity passed from the previous iteration. The resulting

linearized semiodiscrete equations derived from the equations (3.3.7-9), and wriuen for
them rh iteration, are:

=l...- JW;F"dD+ JAIlIp;U~dI"
Po

0

T"

-p
HI'

l...J a'llN
Po D flJj ax

p

dD

'

;=J,... ,N

(3.4.1)
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-PN,

J fa,,",
P;
D fIJi ----ay-dD,

j=J •.. "N,

(3.4.2)

fUj JIp; Of/Jj dD+ f. vj Ill'; CJrpj dD
j_1

D

ax

J-/

0

ay

where uj(j=J....,N), vj(j=l, ... ,N), and P7lj=J•...,Nr l) are the nodal velocities and
pressure values at the m'h iteration, whereas iij-I (j=J, .... NT)and vr-1(j=J, ... ,NT) are the

relaxed velocities passed from the previous iteration, with

uri

= U J and

uri

= UJ

for

j=N+J.. ...NT•
The relaxed nodal velocity values to be used in the next iteration (iteration m+J)

are given by
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iij=roj+(l-r)iij-I,

j=J, .,N,

(3.4.4)

vj' =rvj +(l-r)vt- I ,

j= 1. .,N,

(3.4.5)

where r is the relullation coefficient, rE (0,1).
The velocity values

iij

and

vj for

j = J, ." N • needed in the first iteration, must

be specified. The iterative process SlOpS when a specified tolerance is satisfied by a

relative error involving the nodal velocity values obtained at the current iteration and the
nodal values of the relaxed velocity passed from the previous iteration, in case it is

convergent The conditions of convergence within a specified tolerance toler are

Uj-:;-I <toler, vj-:;-I
uj

<toler, j=J, ...• N.

(3.4.6)

Vj

Notice that, in the steady-state case, the equations (3.4.1.3) fonn a sel of linear
system of algebraic equations with the right-hand side containing known values only.

3.5 Matrix Io'ormulation
The linearized semi-discrete Navier-Stokes equations (3.4.1-3) can be expressed
in the matrix-vector fonn as follows

Du'" =H.

(3.5.2)
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The matrices in the equations (3.5.1-2) are

- the mass matrix M ""

[

~.l of dimension

M'
0

lNx2N; the sub-matrices Mil and

M"havetheentries

(3.5.3)

-the advection matrix N(u ..- J ) =

N'C m .,
[

0]

: ) NY(u m- l ) ,ofdimension 2Nx2N the

submatrices NII(u ..- I ) and N"(ii",-I) have the entries

fori,j=J, .... N;

..

. [K'

- the diffusIOn matnx K =

K" have the entries

0

(3.5.4)

:.], of dimension 2Nx2N; the sub-matrices K· and
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_ the Corio/is l1Ultrix

C=[~. ~U], of dimension

2Nx2N; the sub-matrices C

Uand

C' have the entries

(3.5.6)

(3.5.7)

- the gradient matrix G

G

Y

=[~:], of dimension

2NX( N p -1); the sub-matrices G U and

havetheemries

GUiI'

=l...- Jtpi O'l'j dD,
Po

G'u:l....-

Po

ax

for ;=J,.. "N and j=l •... ,N p -1,

(3.5.8)

Jip,. O"'j

dD, for i=l,.."N and j=/ .... ,N p -1:

(3.5.9)

D

iJy

D

- the divergence matrix D=[D U

OW], of dimension (N p -1 )x2N; the sub-matrices

D U and D Y have the entries

DUlj = JIV; dlpj dD, for i=l....,N p - i and j=l, ... ,N,

D

, J

(3.5.10)

ih

J~j

Dij=Dl{liaydD, fori=l ..... Np-landj=/, ...• N.

(3.5.11)
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The vectors that contain the unknowns in the equations (3.5.1-2) are
the vector of the nodal values of the velocity components at iteration m,

u" :[uj

(3.5.12)

and its derivative with respect to time,

au" .
at

- the vector of the nodal values of the pressure at iteration m:

pm

The

right-hand

side

vectors

=[P/"
in

the

P;"_ll T .

equations

F"C-- t )]

(3.5.13)

(3.5.1)

and

F(U",-I)= FY(:",-I) of length 2N, and H of length Np-J with the entries

[

F U (u ..- 1 )j

=l...- ftp;FxdD+
Po

D

jAH()JjU"dr
TN

(3.5.2)

are
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F·(O",-I)/:l...- fWiF,dD+ fA H 9'Yn dF

Po

D

1'"

_p
HI'

l...-J
OlJlfl/, dD
Po fIJi Oy
,

j:J, ...• N,

(3.5.15)

D

The vector F(ii",-I) incorplmtes the forcing terms as well as the natural and
essential boundary conditions. Furthermore, il is updated each iteration, and so is the
advection matrix.

3.6 Taylor-Hood Serendipity Quadrilateral Finite Element
Although the finite element meshes based on triangles have the advantage of a
more accurate representation of very complex boundaries, they induce mesh orientation
effects (Figure 3.1), which are more noticeable for rectangular grids (Cuvelier el aI.,
1986). These cffecis become imponant as the Reynolds number of the flow increases (Le.

the flow enters the regime of convection-dominated flows). The use of a quadrilateral
finite element mesh leads to more accurate results (Gresho et aI., 1999) and a decreased
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number of clements, when compared to a triangular finite element mesh obtained from it

by diving the quadrilaterals as in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Mesh orientation effects arc caused by different diagonal directions
when a quadrilateral finite element is divided into two triangular finite elements

There are two types of quadrilateral finite elements used in computational fluid
dynamics: Taylor-Hood finite elements and Crouzeix-Raviart finite elements. The first
type encompasses all the finite elements with continuous pressure on the element
boundary, whereas the second includes all those with discontinuous pressure, and requires
smoothing of the resulting pressure solution.

The finite element used hereafter is the Taylor-Hood serendipity quadrilateral
finite element, and is of Taylor-Hood type. This element offers mixed interpolation for
velocity and pressure, and satisfies the Babuska-Brezzi stability condition (Gresho et al.
1999). At the element level, the velocity components are approximated by (incomplete)
quadratic polynomials, considered to be sufficicnt for most simulations, while the
pressure is approximatcd by a linear polynomial. There are eight nodes for velocity and
four nodes for pressure. The velocity nodes are located at the comen and at the mid-side
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poims of the element (Figure 3.2). The pressure nodes coincide with the comer velocity

nodes. Thus, the comer nodes have 3 degrees of freedom each corresponding to the nodal
values of u, v, and P, while the mid-side nodes have 2 degrees of freedom that correspond
10 the nodal values of u and v. The position of the velocity and pressure nodes in this

element assures cominuity on the clemen! boundary.

Figure 3.2 Taylor-Hood serendipity quadrilateral finite element

The local shape function

f'/J: corresJXlnding 10 the velocity node i U=1, .. ,8) of the

finite element e. covering the sulxiomain

with the constants

C/ •••• 'Cll (0

D~

cD. is

be detennined such that

(3.6.2)
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where

Xj

and Yl are the coordinates of the node j (j=J, .. ,8). Once these functions are

known, the variation of the velocity components u and v over the element e is expressed

as a linear combination of the local shape functions

'Pi, whose coefficients are the nodal

values of u and v, respectively

,

u~( x,y,t)= t;u(llt )qJi( x,y),

vel x,y,I)=

,
B

vlilt )qJif x,y)

(3.6.3)

where ( X. y,l)E De X[O.l fi""t]; the subscript j included in round brackets indicates that
the local numbering of nodes is used.

The local shape function 'It; corresponding to the pressure node j (i=J, .. ,4) of the
finiteelementeis

lIIi(x,y)=d,+dzx+d;y+d1xy, (x,y)eD..

(3.6.4)

with the constants d" ...,d4 to be detennined such that

(3.6.5)

where xJ and Yj arc the coordinates of the pressure nodej (j=I, .,,4). Once these functions

are deleonined, the variation of the pressure over the element e is expressed as a linear
combination of the local pressure shape functions, whose coefficients are the nodal values
of the pressure
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.

P'( ;(,y,1)= ~l(ilt )fj/f( x,y),

(X,y,I)E D, x{D,t filial

J.

(3.6.6)

Assuming that the spatial domain D has been discrelized into a number N, of
quadrilateral finite elements et (k=J, ... ,N,), such that

l5 =

tQP't ' the approximate

velocity components and pressure over the whole domain can be expressed as:

(3.6.7)

(3.6.8)

ph( x,y,t)=

~[±l(dt )/It? ( ;(,y )].

t~J

(3.6.9)

Ixl

Although the summation in the equations (3.6.7-9) is over the elements of the
finite element mesh, these equations arc equivalent to the equations (3.3.1-3),
respectively, where the summation is over the nodes of the mesh. The following set of
semi-discrete equations, which is equivalent 10 the equations (3.4.1-3), can be obtained if
the sum in Ihe expressions of approximate solutions is over the elements
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(3.6.10)

0,'
]
I L---".!.'.
JO,Oj'dD
at D~.
N [,

hi

j_1

(3.6.11)
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The matrix-vector fonn of the set of equations (3.6.10-12) is

D,u,'" =0.

(3.6.14)

The matrices in the above equations are similar to those in the matrix-vector fonn

(3.5.1-2), the only difference consisting in their dimensions. The vectors u; and

00"
T

contain all nodal values for thc velocity components and their derivatives with respect 10
time, respectively: therefore their size is 2N T . Similarly, the size of Ihe P:' vector is

N p, as it contains all the nodal pressure values. Consequently, the dimensions of the
matrices in (3.6.13-14) are greater Ihan those of their correspondents in (3.5.1-2). The
subscript g indicates matrices and vectors that are global. i.e. they are generated laking
into account all nodes in the finite element rncsh (including those on the Dirichlet
boundary r D)'

The equations (3.6.10-12) show that the global matrices can be written as sums of
local matrices whose entries are calculated at the finite element level as follows;
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- the global mass matrix MI' of dimension 2N r x2N r • can be expressed as

~Mrt • The matrix Mr.l (k=l ,. .,N,) is the local
1 0 M0]
; . wilh MilI =M'I = .1_/

M "[M:

mass matrix corresponding to the finite element et and has the entries

Mtllj = f9'[i9'?dD,

i.j=I ....,8;

(3.6.15)

D..

- the global advection matrix N, (ii m - I ), of dimension 2N r x2N r , can be expressed as

matrix Ntl (U"'-I) (k=l, ...,N.) is the local advection matrix corresponding to the finite
element

Ct

and has the entries

i,j=J .....8; (3.6.16)
-

the global diffusion matrix, of dimension 2N r x2N r , can be expressed as

K. =

[K'o 0]
I

.'

N
with K: ==K;:::: t:K<1
. The matrix K<· (k=l, ....N.) is the

K.

to.1

local diffusion matrix corresponding to the finite element et and has the entries

K<lii:::: JAIIVtp;'" Vtp? dD,

D.,

i.j=l.. .. ,8;

(3.6.17)
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- the global Coriolis matrix, of dimension

2N r x2N r • can be expressed as

C:],Withc;=rCl andC~=-C;.ThematrixC"

c,=[Oy
C.

0

(k=l....N,)islhe

1_/

local CarioUs matrix corresponding to the finite element e~ and has the entries

C't y = fffP;'fP?dD,

(3.6.18)

i,j=/,... ,8;

D..

- the global gradient matrix, of dimension 2N r xN p, can be expressed as G,

N

=[~~],

N

with G ~ = ~ G ~··I and G; = ~ G -"I

;

the local gradient matrices G ...... and G •...1

have the entries

G"....iii

Po
G Y ....I1j

f fP? alii}' dD,

=l.-

0'1

=~ JQJ? ow?
Po

D'I

i=1,... ,8, j=J •... ,4,

(3.6.19)

dD, ;=1....,8, j=1 ....,4;

(3.6.20)

ax

dy

- the divergence matrix, of dimension N p x2N, can be expressed as
N

with

0: '" ~DII"'.t

have the enlries

D. =[D:

D;l,

N

and

0; _~D"'l ; the local divergence marrices

O ...., and 0'''1
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D P'<"1 'I••

-_

0"'1 ""
IJ

f '"'~.
Y, ClIP?
ax dO ,;=1,....4 and j=J, ....8,

(3.6.21)

f 11/1 arp?
dD
cry
,

(3.6.22)

D.,
D~.

i

i=1, ... ,4 and j=J, ... ,8.

It should be noted that, there is a general numbering scheme that assigns 10 every
node of the mesh a certain number from 1 to NT, as well as a local numbering scheme lha!
assigns to the same node a number between / and 8 that depends on the finite element it
belongs to.
The previous equations show how the global matrices of semi·discrete equations
can be obtained by summing the local malfices generated at the finite element level. This
procedure is called assembly of local/element matrices and is the common approach used
in the implementation of finite element algorithms. The implementation based on
element-level calculations followed by assembly consists of the following general steps:

Step J. Generate the localJelement matrices for each finite element in the mesh.
Step 2. Assemble the local matrices to obtain the global matrices,
Step 3. Solve the resulting system of equations.

Any of the equations (3.6.13-14) corresponds 10 a degree of freedom that is a
nodal value of u, v or P, via lhe test function used in that equation. In order to solve the
system given by (3.6.13-14), the known values of the velocity and pressure are substituted
into the vectors

u: and

P;', then the equations corresponding to those degrees of
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freedom arc eliminated from the system. The resulting system of equations is exactly the
same as the system given by the equations (3.5.1-2).

3.7 lsoparametric Finite Elements and Numerical Integration
All finite elements of the same type, for example the Taylor-Hood serendipity

quadrilaterals, can be derived from a particular element of the same type called reference
element, for example a square of prescribed side length. If the reference element is given
in a rectangular system of coordinates (;,T/), then the clements or the same type, in the
( x. y) plane. can be obtained via appropriate mappings (Figure 3.3).
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@

·('m 0.

• (x,y)

0

G)

(j)

~

(i)

_I

G)

G)

(j)

Figure 3.3 lsoparametric serendipity quadrilateral finite element
mapped from the square reference element

One way to derive the finite element
following mapping

Ct

from the reference clement e is to use the
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. .

(X,y )=(L~:(~,~!x"L~:(~,~)y,!,
I~I

where the function

fIJ:

(3.7.1)

I~I

(i=),...8) is the shape function associated with the,4 node of

the reference element e, and (x j ' y; ) are the coordinates of the corresponding node of the

elementet.
The velocity components u and v on the element Ct, can now be interpolated over
the reference element e using the same shape functions

,

,

.

.

u~~( ~,TJ,l)= t;.U/ilt)W;'t( A( ;.17),Y(;,'1)= ~U(iI(r >qJ:( ;,q),

(3.7.2)

v"(;,T/,f)= f,;;v(ilr JqJ:l( ~ ',17),)'(;,1]»= ~ vp/(t )QJ:(;,Tj),

(3.7.3)

while the pressure can be interpolated using the linear shape functions corresponding to
the comer nodes of the reference element

The shape functions defined on the square reference element in Figure 3.3 have the

following expressions <Taylor el aI., 1981)

"':( ;,Q)=7( 1 +;i' X J+f/;TJX ;i;+1J/l- J),

i= 1....,4,

(3.7.5)
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(3.7.6)
(3.7.7)

(3.7.8)

The finite clemenls mapped from the reference element by using the same shape
functions that are used to interpolate the unknown function (in this case the velocity) over
that element, are called isoparametricjinile elements.
The main advantage of using the reference element is that any finite element in the
mesh can be mapped back into it. Thus, all functions defined on an arbitrary clemen!
can be defined on Ihe reference element e. Moreover. all integrals on

e.

t!t

can be calculated

on the reference element using the transfotmation of coordinates (3.7.1). For example, if

i( x,y) is a function defined on et, then by using the change of variables formula we get

J flx.y)dD. fff(.«4.,).)(4.,)jJld4d"
O'l

where

111

(3.7.9)

-1-1

is the Jacobian determinant oflhe transformation of coordinates.

The integrals over the domain of the reference element can be calculated
numerically by means of quadrature fonnulac. The most widely used quadrature formula
in the field of the Finite Element Mcthod is the Gauss quadrature fonnula. In two
dimensions, the Gauss quadrature fonnula of order m - also culled the mXm Gauss

scheme/rule-is,

.9

iigl <'~,>J<d~= II
W,Wjg«"~j)'
i.lj_/

(3,7,10)

-1-1

This rule has the degree of precision 2m-I, which means that the evaluation orlhe integral
in (3.7.10) is exact if g is a polynomial of degree up to 2m-J. Forthe integrals that appear

in the semi-discrete (3.6.10-12), the 3><3 Gauss rule is considered to be sufficient
(Heinrich et al., 1999). The integration points (4;.'lj) and the weights w; of this scheme
are given in table 3."

Table 3.1 The coordinates of thc integration points and the weights

of the 3 x 3 Gauss rule
i

<,

q,

w,

I

0.774,5966692414833

0.7745966692414833

0.5555555555555556

2

0,0

0.0

0.888888888888888'

3

-0.7745966692414833

-0.7745966692414833

0.5555555555555556

Another advantage of the reference element is that it can be mapped into finite

elements with curved sides if the shape functions are polynomials of second-order or
higher. Thus, the mapping defined by (3.7.1) enables the generation of finite elements
with parabolil;:-shaped sides, whil;:h are very useful when discretizing domains with
complex geometry.
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4. TIME INTEGRATION
4.1 Introduction
In order to complete the discretization of the system of equations (3.5.1-2), a time
integration rule is required. There are two types of such rules, explicit and implicit. The

explicit integration rules can be easily implemented and are computationally inexpensive.
However, they impose severe restrictions on the time step size (i.e. constant and small) in
order to ensure stability. and are not appropriate given the implicit character of the

pressure (Reddy et aI., 1994). The implicit integration rules do not display these
inconveniencies, but are computationally expensive because a linear/nonlinear algebraic
system must be solved at each lime step. The main advantage of the implicit rules is their
unconditional stability that allows for the use of larger and even variable time steps.
These rules are often used for the time integration of the Navier-Stokes equations.
The numerical integration rule used and described hereafter is the CrankNicolsonltmpezoidal rule. This is an implicit rule that is second-order accurate,
unconditionally stable, and does not introduce e;o;traneous solutions or spurious damping
(Grcsho et aI., 1999).

4.2 Crank·Nlcolson Rule
The Cmnk-Nicolson rule applied 10 the system of ordinary differential equations,

:J;=F(U,t)

(4.2.1)
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with the initial condition u(O) = Uo yields

Uo+/-U n

F(Un~/.tn+/)+F(un,tn)

At

2

(4.2.2)

where t n stands for the n'h lime level, un is the numerical solution of (4.2.1) at lime 'n'

and 6J is the time step size.
The linearized semi-discrete Navier-Stokes equations in the matrix-vector fonn
(3.5.1-2) are

M~+[N(u)+K+C]u+GP=F(ii),
dl

Du=H,

in which the superscript indicating the iteration number has been omitted.
When applied to (4.2.3-4) the Crank-Nicolson rule reads

These equations can be reformulated as,

(4.2.3)
(4.2.4)
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=}o'(i:i~+/)+1:tMU~T F(un)-{N(ii~)+ K +C)u.

-Gp.,

Du. +Ou. tl =H. +HHI'

(4.2.7)
(4.2.8)

At the time level I., (4.2.3) becomes

M~(t")=F(ii(t"))-{N(ij(t"))+ K +C]u(t.)-GP(,.).

Lot

(4.2.9)

('!dt'!.J • be such that
M('!dt'!.J • '" F(u.) - [N(o.) + K+ Clu. - GP.,

(4.2.10)

then (4.2.7) becomes

(4.2.11)

If Duo = H o (Le. the initial velocity field iii divergelll;e free) the:n (4.2.8) reduces to

(4.2.12)

S3
The matrix-vector form of the linear system of discrete equations (4.2.11-12) is,

and is called the 'shortened' version of the Crank-Nicolson rule (Grcsho el al., 1999).
Equation (4.2.9) applied for to =0 yields

taking imo accoum that Uo = u o'
After taking Ihe lime derivative with respect to time at to =0 of both sides, the

equation (4.2.4) becomes

(4.2.15)

The matrix-veclOr form of Ihe previous two equations is

Gl(~) ]_[F(U,HN(U'l+K+CJu']
D 0
(<!!!)
.
[M
Po
dt

Q

-

dt

0

(4.2.16)
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Since the initial acceleration veclOr

(""-J
dt ,

and the initial pressure field Po can be

obtained from (4.2.16), the rule given by (4.2.13) is self-starting.
The rule presented above uses the original mass matrix, called the consistent mass

matrix. In order to reduce the computational cost of the algorithm the so-called lumped

mass matrix could be used instead. This matrix is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal
clement

mk

is the sum of the elements on the row i in the consistent mass matrix. The

ODEs in (3.5.1) become decoupled when the lumped mass matrix is used, and this has a
negative impact on the accuracy of the numerical solution. Due to this disadvantage, the
lumped mass matrix is not used hereafter.

4.3 Pressure Oselllation
Many numerical solutions to the Navier-Slokes equations exhibit non-physical
oscillations/wiggles. Some numerical algorithms try to eliminate the wiggles by using an
increased diffusion/damping or some other techniques. It is considered that these wigglefree methods hide their deficiencies (Gropp et al.. 1992). and actually not the original

problem is solved but a modified one. On me contrary. wiggles may indicate. for
example. that a flow region is poorly resolved and mesh refinement is needed in order to
capture the physical phenomenon accurately. or that the initial conditions are ill-posed.
They may also nag some limitations of the numerical algorimm. That is the reason some
experts in the field recommend that the wiggles should not be a priori suppressed (Gresho
cta!.,1979).
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When the nonlinear, diffusion and Conalis terms are dropped in (4.2.5), the latler

becomes equivalent to the equation

Multiplying the above equation by DM~l , where D is the divergence matrix and M,I is
the inverse of the mass matrix, it is obtained

(DM-1G)p~tl-(DM-l)F(iin.l)

=-{(DM-1G)Pn -(DM-I)F(iin)+-:£r-(DU uJ -Dun)]'

(4.3.2)

By writing the above equation for all previous time levels, followed by successive
substitution of the first two terms on the right hand side of the equation, we get

(DM-IG)Pnt/-(DM-I)F(iintJ)=(_l)nt/[(DM-IG)pO

-(DM-I)F(iio)+(-W fCDUul-DUn)+ .. +±(Du,-Duo)J.

(4.3.3)

Taking into account (4.2.12) we get

(4.3.4)

(or all values of n. We also have Duo = H o +(Ou o -H o )' Hence (4.3.3) isequivaJent to
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It should be noticed that, in case the initial velocity field is not divergence free.
i.e. Duo

-"0 '* 0, then the pressure given

by the "shortened" Crank-Nicolson rule

exhibits non-physical oscillations due to the presence of Ihe last lenn in (4.3.5). If the
"long" Crank-Nicolson rule that involves (4.2.8) rather than (4.2.12) is used, then the
oscillations of the pressure are amplified in time (Gresho el al., 1999). In both cases the
wiggles are due to ill-posed initial conditions. Therefore, in order to remove this noise,
the pressure that is written out should be the average of the pressure values calculated at
two consecutive time levels

p

- p~ +P~+I

~HI2--2-·

(4.3.6)
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5. IMPLEMENTATION

The numerical techniques presented in the previous chapters have been
implemented into a finite element program written in FORTRAN 90. The input file for
this program is generated by Ihc GID preprocessor (OlD, 2001), whereas thc output file is

processed by means of a set of MATLAS scripts.

5.1 Preprocessor
The preprocessor provided by the OlD software has been used to generate Ihc
finite element mesh and input file for the finite element program. It employs Ihc
advancing.front technique to generate unstructured meshes based on the domain
geometry and mesh parameters (for example. element size, size transition) provided by

thc user. Moreover, thc GID preprocessor allows for thc specification of general problem
data, fluid properties, initial and boundary conditions, and forcing. All these must be
consistent with the type of problem to be solved as well as with the finite element
algorithm that is to be used. and can be set by means of a group of configuration files.
The concept of problem type employed by GID refers to such a group of configuration
files.
In order to further cuslOmize the preprocessor, another configuration file
containing the fonnat of the input file to be used by the finite element program can be set
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up. As well. a batch file can be written to define domain geometry, set values for
parameters and conditions, and control the preprocessing phase.

5.2 Finite Element Program
The finite element program has been written in FORTRAN 90 and consists of a
main program and a set of external subroutines. The main program (Figure 5.I.a) starts by
calling three subroutines for reading problem parameters (InputParam), mesh data
(InputMeshData) as well as initial and boundary conditions (InputIBV).
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Figure 5,1
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a) Main program structure; b) Struclure

of the solver for steady-state solutions.

S9

Subsequently, it calls the Drives subroutine to generate the shape functions, their
derivatives, and Jacobian determinant values at Gauss integration points for each finite
element. Next, it calls either the subroutine NS_steady_solver (Figure 5.l.b) or the
subroutine NS_trans_solver (Figure 5.2). The former contains the Navier-Stokes
solver for steady-state solutions. The latter contains the Navier-Stokes solver for transient
solutions and is much more important as most flows are transient. This solver is briefly
described in the following.
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Structure of the solver for transient solutions
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The solver for transient solutions stans by calling Assemb_zero, which
assembles the local matrices and right-hand side (RHS) vectors calculated for each finite

element by Matrix_zero. The goal is to obtain the global system matrix and RHS
vector of the linear system in equation (4.2.16). The solution of this system provides the

initial acceleration and pressure vectors needed for slart-up. All elements of the global
system matrix and RHS veccor are slored in external files, as their number is very large·
of order Ii for N unknown nodal values of velocity and pressure. Next, the contributions
of the nalural boundary conditions are calculated and added to the global RHS vector by
the subroutine NaturalBCs. To enable the use of a solver for sparse linear systems of
algebraic equations, the subroutine Packer is invoked. It reads the above-mentioned
files and compresses both the system matrix and the RHS vector by only storing the nonzero values in linear arrays; additional linear arrays are created to hold the positions of the
non·zero entries in the global matrix and vector. Before solving the linear system, the
subroutine EssentialBCs_zero is called to replace the emries in the RHS vector
corresponding the known nodal values of the initial acceleration and pressure with these
values. Furthennore, all non-zero emries on a row of the system matrix associated with a
known nodal value are replaced with zero, except for the entry on the main diagonal that
is replaced by one.
The direct sparse solver from the Compaq Extended Math Library (Compaq,
2001) is used as solver for linear systems. The SolverSymrnStruct subroutine sets the
options and calls the direct sparse solver subroutines. An interesting fact is that the
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system matrices provided by the finite element algorithm, although non-symmetric, have
a symmetric structure (i.e. the locations of the non-zero entries are symmetric about the
main diagonal), which allows for the use of an option provided for such cases to optimize
the solution process. The direct sparse solver is based on the factorization of the system
matrix into triangular matrices (LV factorization). In order to increase the sparsity of the
resulting triangular matrices and thus reduce the storage and computation time, the rows
and columns of the system matrix need to be permuted before factorization. The
pennulation vector is computed automatically by the dss_reorder subroutine of the
sparse solver when the CXML_DSSj\UTO_ORDER option is used. When Conalis
matrices are added to the global system matrix, as a result of considering Coriolis forces,
the factorization fails due to causes unexplained by now. Noticing that the factorization of
the permuted matrix fails, not that of the original matrix, the sparse solver has been
instructed

not

to

permute

the

latter.

Thus,

replacing

the

option

idcntical permutation vector so that the rows and columns of the original matrix are not
interchanged, has solved the problem. However, this affects considerably the efficiency of
the sparse solver and has been accepted as a tempomry solution only.
After the initial accelemtion and pressure vectors have been calculatcd, the
subroutine Picardlterat_time is called at every time step. This subroutine stans by
calling Assemb_time to assemble the local matrices and RHS vectors provided for
each finite element by

Matri~time.

The resulting global system matrix and RHS

vector are those given in equation (4.2.13). The global system matrix calculated during
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Slart-up can be used in its compressed form hereafter. Thus, Assemb_time firsl
multiplies the exislenl entries corresponding to Ihe mass matrix by

1;.

then adds the

contributions of the advection, diffusion and Canalis mauix (jf the value of the
Coriolis boolean variable is . TRUE.). AI the beginning of every time step. the

velocity veclor used in the calculation of the advection matrix is that obtained at the end
of the previous lime step. After obtaining the first solution in a time step, by using

SolverSyrrrnStruct preceded by EssentialBCs, the Picard iteration proceeds by
using it in the next iteration. The advection matrix is recalculated wilh the newly
calculated velocity vector by calling Assemb_advec_Coriolis, which invokes

Matrix_advec_Coriolis. The iterative process continues until the relative error
defined in equation (3.4.6) is wilhin a prescribed tolemnce. The convergence is checked
by ConvCheck subroutine. At the end of the time step the velocity and pressure vectors
are written out by WriteTimeStep subroutine.

5.3 Postprocessor
The postprocessor consists of a sel of MATLAB scripts. One of them is used to
read the mesh data from the input file used by the finite element program. Another script
is employed to read the nodal results for velocity components and pressure at a specified
iteration (for steady-state case) or time step (for transient case) from the output file
genemted by Ihe finite element progmm. Two scripts that calculate Ihe derived quantities.
vorticity and streamfunction. further exploit these results. The last script plots the finite

element mcsh, velocity vectors at velocity nodes, as well as velocity, pressure, vorticity
and streamfunction fields.
The derived quantities, vorticity and streamfunction, are calculated by
determining their least-squares best fit in spaces spanned by pressure basis functions and
velocity basis functions, respectively.

5.3.1 Vorticity calculation

The finite element program yields the vectors of nodal values of velocity
components and pressure. Thus, the approximate velocity components u~and v~ become
completely determined by virtue of equations (3.3.1-2). A vorticity field corresponding to
this approximate velocity field can be obtained by using the equation

(5.3.1)

In order to obtain the vorticity field, rather than using (5.3.1), a least-square best
fit,

oi, to this field is sought in the linear space spanned by the pressure basis functions,

sZI' ;: span!

"'I" .,'"NI' }. Hence the approximate vorticity field is a linear combination

of these functions

(5.3.2)
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where

(i) i

values are vorticity values at pressure nodes. Notice that the use of one-order-

lower basis functions than those used for velocity is suggested by the equation (5.3.1)
(Gresho, 1999).
The function

(Ii

is the least-square best fit to the vorticity function, in

SZ,.. if

and only if

1I1'imhdD=11P,(a~_a~h}D,

i=J, .... N p

(5.3.3)

•

Therefore, the nodal vorticity values form the solution 10 the linear system

Notice thai w h in equation (5.3.3) is an approximate solution to a weak form of the
equation (5.3.1), which makes this approach consistent with the FEM theory.

5.3.2 Streamfunction calculation
The streamfunction, '¥, is a function such thai

~ '" u and -.£!. =v. It satisfies

oy

Ox

the equation V]'t' =-0), which is equivalent to

(5.3.5)
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The approach used to determine the sircamfunction field is similar to thai
employed for vorticity. A least-square best fit, 'Ph, to this field is sought in the linear
space spanned by the velocity basis functions, V~T
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span{ 'P/ ,... ,rpNr } (Gresho. 1999).

Hence the approximate streamfunction field is a linear combination of these functions

(5.3.6)

where '¥ j values are streamfunction values at velocity nodes.
The function 'Ph is the least-square best fit 10 the streamfunction function, in
V;r' if and only if

Invoking the Green's theorem, we gel

(5.3.8)

where ~ is the outward pointing unit nonnal vector on the boundary

r

=

aD.

Notice that the equation (5.3.8) is aclUally a weak form of the Poisson-type
equation obtained from (5.3.5) by replacing u and v with ult and

J', respectively.

..
6. RESULTS

The program based on the algorithm presented in the previous chapters has been

tested on three problems. The first two, flow past a cylinder and flow over a hackwardfacing step are classical benchmark problems for flow simulation programs based on a
variety of numerical methods. The third problem, mid-latitude wind-driven barotropic
ocean circulation in a closed basin, is classical in the field of ocean modelling.

6.1 Flow Past a Cylinder
6.1.1 Introduction

Experimental studies have shown that the flow past a circular cylinder immersed
in a channel exhibits a sequence of different slruclUres as the Reynolds number increases.
When Re« 1, the upstream pattern of the flow is symmetric to the downstream pattern.
As Re increases, two steady symmetric eddies, called attached eddies, develop behind

the cylinder. These eddies grow with Re, while the wake of the cylinder remains steady.
When Re .. 40, this structure undergoes a spontaneous change to an unsteady and nonsymmetric wake characterized by a periodic shedding of eddies from the upper and lower
pans of the cylinder. The resulting flow structure is called the Kannan vonex street
(Tritton, 1988).
The program has been run to simulate flows past a cylinder for two different
values of the Reynolds number, Re = 40 and 1{){) . The results, in tenns of flow pattern,
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reattachmem length of eddies (for Re=40), and periodicity of vonex shedding (for
Re = 100) are compared with results of numerical simulations provided by FLUENT
software (based on the Finite Volume Method) and published by FLUENT Inc. (1999), as

well as with experimental results obtained by Braza. M. et a!. (1986) and included in Ihe

same publication.

6.1.2 Spatial Discretization
A circular cylinder of diameter d

u..

=l.Oms-

1

,

=2.0m

is immersed in a unifonn flow of speed

The geometry and unstructured finite element mesh of lhe computational

domain around the cylinder are depicted in Figure 6.1. The mesh contains 578
isoparametric Taylor-Hood serendipity quadrilateral finite elements and 1794 nodes.
Finer mesh is required in the vicinity of the cylinder and behind ii, along the centreline
(where the wake occurs). Since the mesh is rather coarse overall, il should be as close to a
symmetric mesh as possible in order Ihat the influence on the flow be insignificant.

6.1.3 Boundary and Initial Conditions
The essential boundary condition u = J.Oms-/, v'" O.Oms -/ is applied at the inlet
(the lefl-hand side vertical boundary in Figure 6.1) as well as on the lateral boundaries.
No-slip boundary condition u =O.Oms -I,
outflow open boundary condition

V

=O.Oms-/ is applied to the cylinder wall. The

~ = 0, ~ = 0

ax

ax

is applied at the outlel. A reference

value for the pressure of J(XJPa (Ihis value is arbitrary and has no physical meaning) is
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assigned to the nodal pressure at the node located at lIle upper right-hand side comer of
the domain.

Figure 6.1

Row past a cylindcr- Geometry and

unstructured finite element mesh of the I;omputational domain

The

VI)

initial

conditions

specify

a

velocity

field

given

by

u Q = O.Oms-1 ,

1

=0.Oms- at all nodes cllcepl for those on the inflow and lateral boundaries where it

should match the boundary condition ul) = 1.0111S-/, vI) = O.Oms -I • A mismatch would
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lead 10 an ill-posed problem. Even if this requirement is satisfied, it is very likely to
obtain an interpolated initial velocity field that is not divergence-free, as the type of finite

element used does not ensure the generation of a divergence.free velocity field. Thus,
unless a divergence-free initial velocity field that matches the boundary conditions is
specified, the initial condition is ill-posed. In practice, this situation occurs frequently and
different methods to deal with it have been devised (see pressure oscillation, Sec. 4.3)

6.1.4 Results for Re=40
In order to get the Reynolds number Re = 40 for the given diameter of the
cylinder, the fluid properties have been set as follows:

fluid density: p = I.Okgm- 3 ,
dynamic viscosity: p=O.05Nsm- 2 .
The program has been run for a steady-state solution. Results of the simulation are
illustrated in Figures 6.2-7.

Wllodtyveclor-Ae_40

-~'1~~~~;~0~~~_:~--~~

_'.~":;'-~~~:'~iii~~-,~~~~~P-~-i-~·~~~i~~~~--~'-~'<~:~'~~-'~-'-;-~---~;;~~_~.~~~~~-_
Figure 6.2

Flow past a cylinder - Velocity vectors behind the cylinder
(Re=40, partial computational domain)
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Figure 6.3

Flow past a cylinder - Velocity components u and v plots (in ms -I)
(Re=40, panial computational domain)
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Figure 6.4

Row past a cylinder - Pressure plot (in Po)

(Re:40, panial computational domain)

Figure 6.5

flow past a cylinder - Vorticity plot (in

(Re:40, partial computational domain)

1
5- )
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."igure 6.6
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Flow past a cylinder - Streamfunction plot (in m Z s -I)

(Re=40, partial compulational domain, partial streamfunction range)

Figure 6.7

Plow past a cylinder- u-velocilY along (he x-axis (in ms-I
YS. disumce from the inlet (Re=40)

)
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Figures 6.2-6 show a symmetric flow about the centreline (x-axis) with a pattern

very similar to that simulated by FLUENT. The attached eddies can be clearly seen in
Figures 6.2 and 6.6.

Figure 6.7 depicts the variation of the u-velocity along the centreline behind the
cylinder. The u-velocity, which starts from zero on the cylinder wall, first takes negative
values where the flow is reversed. then takes positive values after the reauachment has
occurred. The reattachment length is the distance along the centreline from the backside
of the cylinder to the point where u-veiocity changes its sign. Its value extracted from
Figure 6.7 is L=.4.7m. The dimensionless reattachment length (LA) is obtained after

dividing this by the cylinder radius (1m), LA =4.7. The FLUENT result is LA =4.27,
which is very close to the values obtained experimentally. The result is considered fairly
good given the coarse mesh of the domain compared to the mesh used by FLUENT that

had 2601 quadrilateral elements.

6.1.5 Results for Re=100
By reducing the dynamic viscosity to jJ=O.02Nsm- 2 , the Reynolds number is
increased to Re = 100, assuming the cylinder diameter and fluid density remain
unchanged. In this case, the flow is unsteady and can be simulated only if the transient
Navier-Stokes equations arc considered. This brings the time integration scheme into
play.
The time integration has been perfonned with a time step of 0.2s. A period of

approximately 12s was detennined for vottell shedding. Velocity vector fields and
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slreamfunction plots corresponding to five instants during one cycle are presented in

Figures 6.8 and 6.9, TCspectively.
The non-dimcnsional parameter used 10 characterize the periodicity of vortex

shedding is the Strouhal number, S, given by:

s=fu

(6.1.1)

where d is the cylinder diameter, " is the period of vortex shedding, and U is the
characteristic value of velocity.
number is S

=~ == 0.166.

For T=J2s, d=2m, and U=MIS- 1, the Simuha!

The Simuha! numbers obtained from physical experiments

are about 0.16. for Re = 100 (BrdZa et aI., 1986). Hence a very good agreement exists
between the Stmuha] number calculated by the program and those from experiments. As
for Ihe FLUENT result, it is S =0.165. It should be mentioned here that part of the
difference between the calculated and experimental values originates from simulating

three-dimensional flows using two-dimensional models.
Plots of velocity components, pressure and vonicity at time t = 50s are presented
in Figures 6.10-12.

6.1.6 Conclusions
The simulation of the flow past a circular cylinder by means of the finite element
program has provided good results (given the coane mesh used) for Re = 40. in tenns of
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Figure 6.8

Flow past a cylinder - Velocity vectors behind the cylinder at

different instants (Re=JOO, panial computational domain)
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strfilmfulICtion - Re-l00,time-50s

$\1NmtuncUon _ Re_100,tlme_S35

sllfi.mlunctlon-Re-tOO,lime-56s

Figure 6.9

Flow past a cylinder- Streamfunclion plots (in m ZS-I) at different instants

(Re=40, partial computational domain, partial streamfunction range)
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Figure 6.10

Flow past a cylincier - Velocity components u and v plots (in ms- J )
at t == 50s (Re=/OO. panial computational domain)
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Figure 6.11

Aow past a cylinder- Pressure pl()( (in Po)

at t '" jth (Re=/OO. partial computational domain)

.'Igure 6.12
at

t::

Flow past a cylinder- Vonicity plot (in $-1)

50s (Re=/OO. partial computational domain)
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flow pattern and reattachment length. Very good results have been obtained for

Re = /00, the calculated Strouhal number being very close to that obtained from
experiments.
The pressure field obtained for the two cases is not very accurate, especially in fronl
of the cylinder. It can be seen (Figures 6.4 and 6.11) that the variation of the pressure
depends on the finite element mesh. As mentioned before, pressure is the mosl sensitive
variable in finite element simulations of incompressible flows. The same finite element

program may provide an accurate pressure field for one problem and a poor
representation of the pressure when the problem is slightly changed. Here it is worth
citing Gresho's remark on the pressure (Gresho et aI., 1999, p.84S):
"It is by far the most 'sensitive' variable to any change in any 'parameter'; e.g. p, h,

1M, Ie, Be,D, aD, ... ~
Another important aspect that is worth mentioning is that the boundary of the
circular cylinder has been exactly represented by the curved edges of the finite elements
employed. As well, the multi-connected domain did not create any difficulties in the
generation of the solution or in the computation of the streamfunction, despite the absence
of any special treatment.

6.2 Flow Over a Backward-Facing Step
6.2.1 Introduction
The now in a channel with a backward-facing step is another flow that has been
extensively studied both experimentally and numerically. The sudden increase of width
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on one side of the channel separates the flow from the lower boundary. The flow widens

and an eddy is formed immediately behind the step where fluid gets recirculated. Studies
involving this type of flow are usually done in the regime of turbulent flows. Thus, for

Re

;?:

250, the flow separates from the upper boundary downstream the step. and another

eddy is fonned (Annaly el aI., 1983). The objective is to determine the lengths of the
recirculation regions corresponding to the eddies.

The finite element program has been used to simulate the flow over a backward-

facing step for Re '" 73. which is a steady and laminar flow. The length of the
recirculation zone immediately after the step is compared 10 the length corresponding to

Re = 73 in Figure 3 from Atkins et al. (1980); this figure presents measured recirculation
length against Re number. It should be mentioned that in order to eliminate the
hydrostatic pressure mode, the gravitalional acceleration is not taken into account during
lhe calculations. The hydrostatic pressure can be added 10 Ihe calculated pressure at the
end.

6.2.2 Spatial DiKretization
The computational domain is that of a 22m-long channel whose initial width of
1m increases suddenly to 1.5m at 3m from the inlet. Hence the height of the step is
h = O.5m . The unstructured finite element mesh of the computational domain is depicted

in Figure 6.13. The mesh contains 775 isopardmetric Taylor.Hood serendipity
quadrilateral finite elements and 2548 nodes. The mesh is finer in the vicinity of the step
to allow for a bener representation of flow in this region.
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Mesh

Figure 6.13

Flow over a backward-facing step - Unstructured finite
element mesh of the computational domain

6.2.3 Boundary and Initial Conditions
The no-slip boundary condition u=O.Oms- l , v=O.Oms- 1 is applied to the
channel lateral walls. The u-velocity prescribed at the inlet (the left-hand side vertical
boundary in Figure 6.13) has a parabolic variation with a maximum value ulI\IU = J.Oms- 1

at the centre, and matches the no-slip condition at the walls. The v-velocity at the inlet is
v =O.Dmv _I. The outflow open boundary condition

outlet. The reference value chosen for the pressure is

~ = 0, ~ = 0

a.oPo

is applied at the

and is assigned to the nooal

pressure at Ihe node located at the upper end of thc outlet.

The initial conditions specify a velocity field given by uQ =O.Oms- 1 and
Vo ",O.Oms- 1 at all nodes, except for those on the inflow boundary where il should match
the prescribed boundary condition.

6.2.4 Results and Conclusions

The fluid densily and its dynamic viscosity have been set to lkgm- J and
O.00457Nsm- 2 , respectively. The Reynolds number based on the height of Ihe step is
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Re = pUh . The average velocity at the inlet, U = Judy" Y3"'S-I, has been considered

,

~

as the characteristic velocity of the now. Thus, the corresponding Reynolds number is

approximately 73.

u-veloclty

!:

i

v-velocity

Figure 6.14

Flow over a backward-facing step - Velocity

components u and v plots (in ms-I ) (Re=?])

The program was run 10k a steady-state solution. Results of the simulation are
illustrated in Figures 6.14-18. From Figure 6.15, which shows the reverse flow behind the
step, it has been estimated the length of the recirculation region,
a ratio

!.b.. = 5.

"

XL

= 2.5m, which gives

Figure 3 in Atkins et al. (1980) provides a value of approximately 4.8. It

can be concluded that a fairly good agreement exists between the calculated and the

experimental value.
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u-veloclty

I~__i
Figure 6.15

!

Flow over a backward-facing step - uovelocity plot (in ms- J )

(Re=73. zoom in behind the step, negative values of velocity)

..

Pressure, vorticity and streamfunction plOIS are pre!iented in Figures 6.16-18.

Figure 6.16

~,

Flow over a backward-facing step- Pressure plot (in Pal (Re=73)

VOttidty

Figure 6.17

Flow over a b.1ckward-facing step - Vorticity plot (in

S-I)

(Re=73)
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Figure 6.18

Flow over a backward-facing step-

Streamfunction plot (in m 2 s- l ) (Re=?3)

Pressure

":~'<i/
o
.' ,
-0.5
-3

-2

Figure 6.19

-1

0

1

'

2

3

•

5

6

7

Flow over a backward-facing step- Pressure plot (in Pa)
(Re=?3, shon computational domain)

Figure 6.20

Flow over a backward-facing step- Streamfunction plot (in m 2s -I)
(Re=?], shon computational domain, values of the

streamfunction inside the recirculation region)
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It can be noticed thai a smooth pressure field (Figure 6.16 and 6.19) has been

obtained for this application, without using any 'smoothing' techniques in the postprocessing phase. This shows that faIrly accurate pressure distributions can be obtained
using the same program. Figure 6.20 iI1ustnltes the recirculation region behind the step.

6.3 Mid-Latitude Wind-Driven Barotropic Ocean

Ci~ulation

6.3.1 Introduction

Models of wind-driven barotropic ocean circulation based on the Navier-Stokes
equation must take into account the effect of the rotation of the Earth by including the
Corialis force/acceleration. In section 2.2. a sel of approximations and assumptions are

given, which allow for the two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
(2.2.2-4) to be used for modelling mid-latitude wind-driven barotropic oceltn circulation
on a beta-plane, at regional scale. For a llat-bottomed ocean of depth h, driven by a windstress field (xx.x,), these equations become

momentum equations:

~+U~+V~':"'AHV2V+ fu+...!....~=!..!......;

ot

ox

Oy

Po

oy

(6.3.2)

Poh

continuity equation:

(6.3.3)

The dissipation of momentum through bottom friction is neglected in the above
equations; momentum is dissipated through lateral friction only.
Bryan (1963) has performed numerical simulations for wind-driven ocean
circulation using a numerical model based on a finite-difference discretization of the
Navier-Stokes equations in stream-function formulation. This model was used to study
the influence of the non-linear terms on the flow patterns, especially in the area of the
western boundary current.
The application presented in this section is concerned with the simulation of a
mid-latitude wind-driven barotropic ocean circulation using the spatial domain, windstress field and parameter values from Bryan (1963). Although the numerical model
based on the equations (6.3.1-3) is given in primitive variables and the finite element
method is used for spatial discretization, it is expected to obtain similar results.

6.3.2 Spatial Discretization
The two-dimensional computational domain is a rectangle that corresponds to an
idealized ocean gyre bounded by continents on the eastern and western sides, and by
other two gyres on the northern and southern sides. The length of the rectangle in the
east-west direction is L=2.5xl06 m, and the length in the north-south direction is

2L:5xl06 m. It is considered that mOSI of the mass transport lakes place above the
main thermocline for large-scale and time-averaged flow (Bryan. 1963). Therefore, the
depth of the idealized ocean is taken as the depth of the main thermocline, in this case

h=200m.
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The unstructured finite element mesh of the computalional domain is illustl'3ted in
Figure 6.21. TIle mesh contains 580 isoparametric Taylor-Hood serendipity quadrilateral
finite elements and /833 nodes. Since the circulation is most dynamic near the western
boundary - where the western boundary current occurs, and all quantilies (i.e. velocity,
pressure, vonicity, slreamfunction) have high gradients - the mesh is finer in this region.

Node '678

Node 111441

"

o to'

.'igure 6.21

Wind-driven ocean circulation - Finite

element mesh of the computational domain

.
6.3.3 Boundary and Initial Conditions
The no-slip boundary condition u =O.Oms- J , v =O.Oms- 1 is applied to the west
and east boundaries, where the domain is bounded by continents. Since the ocean gyre is
contained in the computational domain, there is no outflow/inflow through the north and

south boundaries. Hence v-velocity is v=O.Oms- 1 here. Furthennore, slip boundary
conditions are applied at these boundaries, i.e. the vorticity w =~

ax _2!!.
Cly

zero. This leads to

~=o, as ~ =0

is set equal to

is brought about by the constant value assigned to

the v-velocity.

The reference value chosen for the pressure is a.GPo and is assigned to the nodal
pressure at the node located at the upper comer of the eastern boundary.
The initial velocity field is given by specifying

"0

=O,Oms-1 and

Vo

=O,Oms- 1 al

all nodes, which means that the initial velocily field is divergence free. Thus, the ocean is
considered initially at rest.

6.3.4 Wind Stress and Physical Parameters
The applied wind slress is taken 10 be constanl in lime, with the x- and y-<iirection
components given by

TA

'"

ocosff and

-w

Ihe amplitude of the wind stress is

Wo

= O. respectively. The value assigned 10

T,

2

= O.2Nm-

•

s.
The value of

p

al midlatitude, i.e. for 0=45", is

p= 1.72xIO~11 m- I S-I,

and

the value used for the density of the seawater is PrJ = J.025xlO k8m~J.
J

In order to calculate the Reynolds number (He) and the Rossby number (£) of the

flow, a seale velocity is needed. This velocity is obtained assuming that an approximate
geostrophic balance exists over most of the interior of the basin. Over this area, the
nonlinear effects arc negligible and the expression obtained for the scale velocity from
Sverdrup's formula is (Bryan, 1963)

(6.3.4)

For the values used in this application the scale velocity is VSwrJ"'I' =.3.6xlO-2 ms- ' •
This velocity is characteristic for the interior flow and not for the western boundary
current where the velocity can exceed lms- I

£

.

The value of the Rossby number is

mnop =033 /0-3
= VSfJL2
....
_. x
.
The Re "" J()() case has been analysed in this application. This value is oblained

by applying the formula Re "" Vs","'rupL , for a large-scale horizontal eddy diffusion
AH
coefficient Au ::O.895xJO J m 2s- J . Runs have been petfonned for lower degrees of

nonlinearity, namely for Re:: 5,30 and 60, but the results are not presented here.
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6.3.5 Resulb and Conclusions
The time step used in all four cases is !:!J =O.2328x10 3 S, which is equal to

(/fLr'.
The primitive variables (II, v, P) have been monitored at three nodes with the
numbers 58, 678, and 1441, whose locations can be secn in Figure 6.21. The velocity
components and pressure exhibit oscillations characteristic 10 the geoslrophic adjustment

phenomenon (Salmon, 1998) that occurs due to impulsive application of wind forcing to
the ocean initially al rest (Figure 6.22).

u-velocllyhlslory(oodll58)

Figure 6.22

Wind-driven ocean circulation (He = /00) - Variation in time of II-velocity

at node #58 (the units arc ms -Ion the y-axis and (flL)-t son the x-axis)
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The geostrophic adjustment is associated with the generation of westward
propaguting Rossby waves. A basic period of about 45 units of (fJL)-1 s has been

obtained from the variations in time of the velocity componenls and pressure. For
example. the basic period extracted from the pressure variation at the three nodes (Figures
6.23-24) is approximately equal to 44.75 units (i.e. 12.06 days), which is very close 10
that of a free wave for an equivalent barolropic model in the same rectangular domain
(Bryan, 1963), namely 44.85 units. It can also be seen that there is a higher mode of
oscillation with a period almost twice longer, which agrees very well with the results
presented by Bryan.

PfasslJre 1\is1G/Y (node 58)

Figure 6.23

Wind-driven ocean circulation (Re '" /00) - Variation in time of pressure

at node #58 (the units are Pa on the y-axis and (f!L)-1 son the x-axis)
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Figure 6.24 Wind-driven ocean circulation (Re = 1(0) - Variation in time
of pressure: a) at nooe #678; b) at node #1441;

(the units are Pa on the y-axis and (!JL)-l son the x-axis)
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The plOI of the nonnalized stream function, averaged over the interval 458-637
units (i.e. over 4 periods) is presented in Figure 6.25.a. The pattern of the stream function
is very similar to that in Figure S.b from Bryan's article. The averaging has been done in
order to eliminate the effects of the transient Rossby waves. At Re = 100, the boundary
current is unstable and a gyre of recirculation develops in the nonhwest comer of the
domain (Figure 6.25.a-26). Another interesting feature is the counter--<:UlTcnt that appcam
in upper-half or the domain, next to the boundary layer. Figure 6.25.b shows. for
comparison purposes, the symmetric pattern of the nonnalized streamfunction when the
nonlinear tenns arc dropped and a steady-state solution is obtained.

.

.

.

.

~ • ~ •
a)

b)
0.5

1

1,5

2

2.5
."

Figure 6.25 Wind-driven ocean circulation - Nonnalized streamfunction plot:
a) (averaged) unsteady and nonlinear (Re == 100); b) stcady and linear;
(the units are Pa on the y-axis and (/JL)-I son the x-axis)

Figure 6.26 Wind-driven ocean circulation (Re = J()() - Velocity
vectors in the northwest comer of the domain

Figure 6.27 depicts the plot of the pressure averaged over the same 4 periods. The
pattems of the streamfunction and pressure show that an approximate geostrophic balance
is achieved over most of the ocean basin.
The very good match of the predicted basic period of the Rossby waves and
pattern of streamfunction with those presented by Bryan (1963), shows that the program
is able 10 simulate with very good accuracy (given the coarse mesh used) geophysical
fiows, at least for ranges of Rossby and Reynolds numlx:rs close to the values used in this
application.

9S

0.5

1
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2

:u

,,'

Figure 6.27 Wind-driven ocean circulation - Pressure plot (in Pal (Re '" JOO)
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The main objective of the present work was to develop a finite-element algorithm for
solving the two-dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with Canalis force,

based on standard finite element techniques that have been used in the field of industrial
flows simulation. The classical isoparamclric Taylor-Hood serendipity quadrilateral finite
element has been chosen for spatial discretization, as it performs better than the triangular
elements for advection-dominated flows and can represent with a better accuracy curved
boundaries. A version of the Crank-Nicolson scheme, which is unconditionally stable, has
been used for lime integration in order to circumvent the time step restrictions imposed by
the c:<pJicit schemes. The use of the OID preprocessor for the generation of the finite
element meshes and the preparation of the input files has proven to be successful and
showed the robustness of the software. The numerical algorithm has been implemented
into a program written in FORTRAN 90, and the sparse solver from the Compaq
Extended Math Library ha... been used for solving linear systems. The presence of the
entries corresponding to the Coriolis terms in the system matrix has led to the failure of
the automatic optimization of the factorization performed by the sparse solver, which
affected considerably the efficiency of this solver. The MATLAB environment has been
chosen for postprocessing. The vonicity and streamfunction are calculated by
determining their least-square best fit in spaces spanned by pressure basis functions and
velocity basis functions, respectively, in a manner consistent with the FEM methodology.
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The numerical algorithm has performed fairly well when tested on three bern;:hmark

problems, given the relative coarse meshes used. Since the quality of the results depends
not only on the algorithm utilised but also on the skills of thc finite element analyst, one
could obtain better results by applying some practical finite clement analysis techniques.

These include the extension of the computational domain where open boundaries are
present, mesh refinement of the regions of interest and avoidrmce of excessively distorted
elements.
There is definitely much to be done for improving the algorithm before extending it to

the three-dimensional case. Here are some suggestions:
I)

Some other types of finite elements should be implemented 10 slUdy their

behaviour when the Conalis force is present, in the search of the 'best' finite
element for this case;
2)

Newton-like methods should be used to deal with non-linearity, as they
provide higher rates of convergence than the Picard iteration method;

3)

Iterative solvers for the linear systems should be also implemented, as they are

4)

Implementation of a variable-step time integrator as a first step in the

more efficient than direct solvers for large numbers of unknowns;

application of adaptive methods.
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